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COVID 5
Summary
• The term COVID 5 is now starting to emerge as the designation for this phase.
This could or will evolve when a legislative title is assigned. But, for now we
will continue to refer to it as Phase Five or COVID 5.
• Some were expecting a copy of the Republican COVID 5 relief plan early
to the middle part of this week. That seemingly is not going to happen. It
probably should have sounded unrealistic from the start of this week.
• For now, Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell has confirmed that
another round of PPP and more direct payments will be in the Republican bill.
McConnell also said $105 billion will be included for schools. We are still not
expecting anything for states in this GOP bill.
• Once the Republicans get on the same page, they must negotiate with the
Democrats.
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Phase Five, Not Phase Four
A point of minor contention has been whether the current COVID relief negotiation
occurring in Washington, D.C. should be referred to as Phase 4 or Phase 5. At issue,
really, is whether the April expansion of the Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) and
Healthcare Enhancement Act should be considered Phase 3.5 (as it was by many at the
time) or Phase 4.
In recent days, some have been referring to the current negotiation as Phase 4. We
referred to it as Phase 5 in our July 16 preview and now are seeing others follow. To
some, this is mostly an immaterial designation. To others, it is representative of how
various parties are approaching not only the negotiations, but also the pandemic itself.
The term COVID 5 is now starting to emerge as the designation for this phase. This
could or will evolve when a legislative title is assigned. But, for now we will continue
to refer to it as Phase Five or COVID 5.
Republicans and White House Not on Same Page Yet
Some were expecting a copy of the Republican COVID 5 relief plan early to the middle
part of this week. That seemingly is not going to happen. It probably should have
sounded unrealistic from the start of this week.
While it mostly seems like all sides want to accomplish a fifth COVID-19 relief package,
it also seems as though some were more prepared to discuss details than others. The
White House and Republicans in Congress did not start the week on the same page,
and they are still not there yet. They are making progress and moving closer together.
As far as timing, it appears the White House seems to think that final legislation could
come together by the last week of July. Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell does
not agree with that optimistic appraisal.1 It seems there are many details Republicans
and the White House still need to iron out before the Senate proposes its counter to
the Health and Economic Recovery Omnibus Emergency Solutions (HEROES) Act, the
$3 trillion proposal passed by the House in May 2020.
For now, McConnell has confirmed that another round of PPP and more direct
payments will be in the Republican bill.2 McConnell also said $105 billion will be
included for schools.3 We are still not expecting anything for states in this GOP bill.
Please see disclosure starting on page 2.
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Democrats
Again, Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer sent a letter to the Democratic caucus
yesterday in anticipation of an opening gambit from Senate Republicans that is likely
going to be much different (and less) than what Democrats are seeking in this “fifth”
phase. Schumer wrote, “We will stand together again if we must. Our Democratic
colleagues in the House are ready to work and we know that a bipartisan, bicameral
process will result in a much better bill for the American people.”4
Once the Republicans get on the same page, they must negotiate with the Democrats.
Perhaps lawmakers set an unrealistic precedent back in March when they negotiated
and passed a record amount of relief in a very short period of time when the
Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act was finally signed into law
on March 27, 2020.
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Recent HilltopSecurities Municipal Commentary
• Lines are Being Drawn, July 20, 2020
• The Political Risk of Phase Five and the Next Three Weeks, July 16, 2020
• Municipals Shrug Off Reopening Rollback, July 14, 2020
• President’s Tweet Not an Immediate Threat, July 10, 2020
• President Cannot Cut Public School Funding; Schools, State and Local
Governments Likely to See Aid in July/August; Jobless Claims Remain Elevated,
at Risk; National MEI Index Falling Again, July 9, 2020
• Mobility Index Falling in Select States, Warns Recent Improvements Could Be
At Risk, July 7, 2020
• Jobs Up Again, Too Much Uncertainty from Reopening Rollback, Spread of the
Virus Still What Matters, July 2, 2020
• No Municipal Debt Binge, and There Won’t Be One, July 1, 2020
Readers may view all of the HilltopSecurities Municipal Commentary here.
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